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BAGHDAD: Iraqi judges attend a court session at the Supreme Judicial Council in the Iraqi capital Baghdad yesterday, as the court announced the verdict in the bid filed by the Hashed al-Shaabi ex-paramilitary
alliance contesting its defeat in the October 10 parliamentary election. —AFP

Iraq’s top court ratifies election results 
‘The verdict is binding on all authorities’
BAGHDAD: Iraq’s supreme court yesterday reject-
ed a motion filed by the Hashed al-Shaabi ex-para-
military alliance contesting its defeat in the October
10 parliamentary election. “The Federal Court has
decided to reject the complaint... and to make the
plaintiffs bear the costs,” Judge Jassem Mohamed
Aboud said, reading out the verdict.

The court “rejects the request of the plaintiffs...
not to ratify the final results of the election,” he said.
“The verdict is binding on all authorities”. While the

ruling is a key step forward, it does not mean that
the final results have been ratified, an electoral com-
mission lawyer who attended the court hearing said.

That requires an official announcement to
endorse the results, only after which can the new
parliament be inaugurated and a new government
formed. In multi-confessional and multi-ethnic Iraq,
the formation of governments has involved complex
negotiations ever since the 2003 US-led invasion
toppled dictator Saddam Hussein.

Shiite Muslim firebrand cleric Moqtada Sadr was
declared on November 30 as the biggest winner of
the election. Sadr’s movement won nearly a fifth of
the seats — 73 out of the assembly’s total 329, well
ahead of the 17 seats of the Fatah (Conquest)
Alliance, the political arm of the pro-Iran Hashed.

Hashed leaders rejected the result-sharply down
from their 48 seats in the outgoing assembly-as a
“fraud”. The Hashed organised protests and
appealed the results hoping to have them annulled,

claiming “serious violations”.
The Fatah Alliance alleged the electronic voting

system had failed to recognise the finger print iden-
tification of many voters. It also protested at what is
claimed were the alleged failings of a new electronic
machine used for the election.

Once parliament holds its inaugural session,
lawmakers will elect a president, who will in turn
appoint a prime minister to be approved by the
legislature. — AFP

MOGADISHU: A long-running
political crisis in Somalia escalated
yesterday as the president suspend-
ed the prime minister, who blasted
the move as an “attempted coup”
and asked the armed forces to follow
his orders. The angry exchange
came a day after President
Mohamed Abdullahi Mohamed, who
is better known as Farmajo, sparred
with Prime Minister Mohamed
Hussein Roble over the country’s
sluggish preparations for elections.

Relations between the pair have
long been frosty, but the latest ver-
bal broadsides stoke fears for
Somalia’s stability as the country
struggles to stage elections and fight
a jihadist insurgency. Farmajo’s office
yesterday announced the president
had “decided to suspend Prime
Minister Mohamed Hussein Roble
and stop his powers since he was
linked with corruption,” accusing
him of interfering with a probe into a
land-grabbing case.

Roble hit back, accusing Farmajo
of attempting to carry out “a coup
against the government, the consti-
tution, and the rules of the country.”
“As the president has seemingly
decided to destroy government
institutions.. . I order all Somali
national forces to work under the
command of the office of the prime
minister from today”, Roble told a
press conference.

Despite a heightened military
presence around the prime minister’s
office, Roble was still able to enter
the premises, a day after Farmajo
withdrew his mandate to organise
the elections and called for the cre-
ation of a new committee to “cor-
rect” the shortcomings. The two men
have traded accusations in recent
days, with Roble alleging that
Farmajo did not want to hold “a
credible election”.

Farmajo in turn has accused
Roble of trying to influence a probe
into a scandal involving army-owned
land after the premier sacked the
defence minister and replaced him
on Sunday. “The prime minister has
pressurised the minister of defence
to divert the investigations of the
case relating to the grabbed public
land,” yesterday’s statement by
Farmajo’s office said.

US ‘deeply concerned’ 
The dispute alarmed international

observers, prompting the US
embassy in Mogadishu to urge
Somalia’s leaders “to take immediate
steps to de-escalate tensions.. .
refrain from provocative actions, and
avoid violence.” Somalia’s elections
have been hampered by delays for
several months.

In April, pro-government and
opposition fighters opened fire in
the streets of Mogadishu after
Farmajo extended his term without
holding fresh elections. The consti-
tutional crisis was only defused
when Farmajo reversed the term
extension and Roble brokered a
timetable to a vote.

But in the months that followed, a

bitter rivalry between the men
derailed the election again. Farmajo
and Roble only agreed to bury the
hatchet in October, and issued a uni-
fied call for the glacial election
process to accelerate.

Somalia’s elections follow a com-
plex indirect model. Nearly 30,000
clan delegates are assigned to
choose 275 MPs for the lower house
while five state legislatures elect
senators for the upper house. Both
houses of parliament then vote for
the next president.

Elections for the upper house
have concluded in all states and vot-
ing for the lower house began in ear-

ly November. But the appointment of
a president still appears to be a long
way off, straining ties with Western
allies who want to see the process
reach a peaceful conclusion.

On Sunday, the US State
Department said it was “deeply con-
cerned by the continuing delays and
by the procedural irregularities that
have undermined the credibility of
the process”.

Analysts say the election impasse
has distracted from Somalia’s larger
problems, most notably the Al-
Shabaab insurgency. The Al-Qaeda
allies were driven out of Mogadishu
a decade ago but retain control of
swathes of countryside and continue
to stage deadly attacks in the capital
and elsewhere. — AFP

MOGADISHU: This combination of file pictures created shows Somalia’s
President Mohamed Abdullahi Mohamed (L), commonly know as Farmajo
walks to make his speech and Somalia’s Prime Minister Mohamed Hussein
Roble (R) attending the closing ceremony after reaching an agreement for
the new elections. —AFP

Ship captain 
sentenced to 20
months in jail
PORT LOUIS: The captain and first mate of a
freighter that crashed into a coral reef off
Mauritius, unleashing the Indian Ocean archi-
pelago’s worst environmental disaster, were
sentenced to 20 months in jail yesterday. “The
court took into consideration the fact that both
defendants pleaded guilty and apologised. The
sentence handed down is 20 months in prison,”
said magistrate Ida Dookhy Rambarrun.

The MV Wakashio, a Japanese-owned but
Panamanian-flagged vessel, ran aground in
July 2020, spilling more than 1,000 tonnes of
toxic fuel into pristine waters, coating man-
groves, corals and other fragile ecosystems.
The vessel’s captain, Sunil Kumar
Nandeshwar, who was convicted by a court in
the capital Port Louis last week, admitted
drinking during an onboard birthday party.

He and first officer, Hitihanillage Subhoda
Janendra Tilakaratna, were found guilty of
“endangering safe navigation”. “The captain
and his second in command were irresponsi-
ble and did not deliver as they should on
their ‘navigational duties’,” the magistrate
said yesterday.

The MV Wakashio was sailing from
Singapore to Brazil with 3,800 tonnes of fuel
oil and 200 tonnes of diesel onboard when it
ran into the reef off the southeast coast of
Mauritius. During the trial, the captain said he
had given instructions to approach Mauritian
waters in order to gain access to a mobile
phone network so that crew members could
contact their families.

“The sea was bad, but the visibility was
clear and it was safe to navigate... At one
point, the ship could not move and had
touched the sea floor,” Nandeshwar said.
“Since I had had a few drinks, it did not seem
worthwhile to intervene and it did not occur
to me that we were sailing that close.” The
two men were taken into custody in August
2020, and have been behind bars since then.

Ecologically critical 
More than 1,000 tonnes of oil seeped into

waters full of marine life from a gash in the
vessel’s hull before salvage crews were able
to remove all the remaining fuel. The acci-
dent occurred near two ecologically critical
sites: Blue Bay, known for its coral gardens,
and Pointe D’Esny, which hosts a mangrove
forest-a crucial ecosystem as well as a
weapon in the fight against global warming.

In the days after the accident, thousands
of volunteers marshalled along the coast
wearing rubber boots and gloves, scrubbing
rocks and stringing together makeshift cor-
dons to contain the oily tide.

Thousands of people also took to the
streets in the following months to protest the
government’s reaction to the disaster. On
Sunday, fisheries minister Sudheer Maudhoo
said that the ship’s insurers had agreed to
pay compensation worth 112,000 Mauritian
rupees ($2,580) each to hundreds of fisher-
men and fishmongers for the loss of earnings
caused by the oil spill.

The vessel eventually split in two. Its bow
and hull were towed 15 kilometres (nine
miles) offshore and sunk. The process to dis-
mantle the stern section and remove it from
the reef began earlier this year but has been
postponed many times due to rough weather
and strong waves. — AFP

Somalia premier accuses
president of ‘coup’ attempt 

PORT LOUIS, Mauritius: File photo shows
Sunil Kumar Nandeshwar (L), the captain of
the MV Wakashio bulk carrier that had run
aground, leaves from the court after he and
his deputy was charged under the piracy
and maritime violence act in Port Louis,
Mauritius. — AFP


